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Abstract. A review is given of the Standard SU(5) supergravity model. This model
has passed an important check regarding unification of the electro-weak and the strong
couplings using high precision LEP data. It is shown that for a significant domain of the
parameter space the model also satisfies constraints on the SUSY spectrum from CDF
and LEP, as well as proton stability and cosmological relic density constraints.

1. I n t r o d u c t i o n
The standard SU(5) supergravity grand unification model was proposed [1,2] in
1982. The model generates its own breaking of supersymmetry as well as breaking
of the electro-weak symmetry. The most attractive mechanism for the latter is
via radiative breaking using renormalization group effects [3]. The recent high
precision LEP data appears very encouraging for supersymmetric unification. The
LEP data gives the following values for the three coupling constants al, a2 and a3
of S U ( 3 ) c x S U ( 2 ) L x V(1) at the Z-boson mass [4]:
oq ( M z ) =
c~2(M z ) =
c~3(Mz) =

0.016996 + 0.000032,
0.03351 + 0.00013,
0.1184-0.007.

(1.1)

In Eq. (1.1) cq = ~3av where a y is the hypercharge coupling constant. Using
renormalization group equations and extrapolating to high energy one finds that
the three coupling constants meet to within 1 std for the standard SU(5) SUSY
theory [5].
Currently by supersymmetric unification one invariably means supergravity unification since it is only within the framework of supergravity that one can achieve
a phenomenologically acceptable breaking of supersymmetry [2]. Historically, the
first attempts at unification using supersymmetry were made as early as 1977 [6]
and were later extended to include grand unification [7]. However, as mentioned
above no phenomenologically viable breaking of supersymmetry can be achieved
within globally supersymmetric frameworks of Ref. [6] and [7]. To circumvent this
problem it was then proposed to add to globally supersymmetric theories soft supersymmetry breaking terms by hand (see S.D. and H.G., and N.S. in Ref. [7]).
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Unfortunately the number of arbitrary soft SUSY breaking terms one can add in
globally supersymmetric theories is enormous. For an SU(3)c x SU(2)L x U(1)y
invariant theory one can add up to 137 arbitrary parameters if one allows complex
soft SUSY breaking terms, and up to 87 parameters if one restricts oneself to real
terms.
The above drawback is overcome when one extends N = 1 global supersymmetry
to N = 1 local supersymmetry. Here an acceptable breaking of supersymmetry
does occur and the number of parameters is drastically reduced leading to a very
predictive theory.
2. S u p e r g r a v i t y g r a n d u n i f i c a t i o n

We begin by summarizing briefly first the framework of supergravity unification.
Here one couples N = 1 supergravity with an arbitrary number of N = 1 chiral
multiplets and an N - 1 vector multiplet which belongs to the adjoint representation of a unified gauge group G. The coupling of the above system is accomplished
by utilizing techniques of applied N = 1 supergravity [2,8]. The Lagrangian is
then found to depend on three arbitrary functions. These are the superpotential
W(zi) where zi are scalar components of the chiral multiplets, the KhMer potential
d(z~, z*) and the gauge kinetic energy function fo#(z~, z*). Of these the superpotential W(z~) and the Kghler potential d(z~, z*) appear in a specific combination
given by
G = - ln[~c6WW*] - ~:2d,
(2.1)
where ~: = (81rGN)1D = 0.41 x 10- i s GeV and GN
effective (tree) potential of the theory is given by
o
b + 3]
V = --"
~ I e - a [(G -1 )bG,aG,

is the

Newton constant. The

g~ (Ref-*)a#DaD#,
+'~

(2.2)

where

Da

~g14G,a(Ta)abZb.

=

(2.3)

fa# enters in the gauge kinetic energy as
1

a

-~ Re fa#F~,F~,

(2.4)

and in the gluino mass term in the form

-~el_~2(G-1)abGa f*a#,bAaA#.

(2.5)

In supergravity unification, the breaking of supersymmetry is accomplished via a
hidden sector using superhiggs effect. One may decompose the scalar fields {zi} so
that {za} = {zl, z} where zi are the matter fields and z the Polonyi fields which
develop a VEV growth O(M/,a) and are gauge singlets with respect to the mattter
gauge group. Low energy physics is protected from mass growths of O(Mpt) by
decomposing the superpotential as follows:
W(zo) = W(z,) + We(z).
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In Eq. (2.6), W(z~) contains interactions of the matter fields while Wp is the
superpotential for the Polonyi fields whose VEV growth generates breaking of supersymmetry [9]. Because of the specific form of Eq. (2.6) the interactions between
the matter sector and the Polonyi sector am gravitational in nature and as a consequence low energy physics is protected against Planck size mass growths.
In addition to the breaking of supersymmetry, one has in a grand unified theory
breaking of the unified group G which we assume reduces to the Standard Model
gauge group after appropriate VEV formations at the unification scale i.e. G ---*
SU(3)c x SU(2)L x U(1)y at a scale Q = Ma. Below the scale Ma, one may
then generate an effective theory by integrating on the Polonyi fields and on the
superheavy fields that arise after the spontaneous breaking of G. The theory below
Ma can then bedescribed by the following effective potential [1,10-12]

+ {~2, mgz, z, + (AoW(s) + BoW(2) + b.c.)}.

(2.7)

In Eq. (2.7) Well = W (2) + W (3) where W (2) and W (3) are the quadratic and cubic
parts of the effective low energy superpotential Well. In addition to Eq. (2.7) one
has SUSY breaking mass term in the gaugino sector which can arise, for example,
from Eq. (2.5) if f ~ has a non-trivial field dependence. Thus we write [13,14]

1:~i.o = -,-~i~

~

(2.8)

Eq. (2.7) and (2.8) together give us four SUSY breaking parameters: too, miD, Ao,
B0. This is a drastic reduction in the number of SUSY breaking parameters one
can add adhoc to a globally supersymmetric theory, e.g., 87 real parameters that
can enter via soft SUSY breaking terms in an SU(3)c x SU(2)L x U(1)y invariant
theory.
We discuss next a specific SU(5) supergravity theory. The superpotential of
this theory can be written as W = Wy + Wa, where Wy is the Yukawa interaction
involving the quark, lepton and Higgs fields and Wa is the interaction governing the
GUT sector. We assume that the quarks and the leptons belong to three generations
of 10 + 5 representations and Higgs to a 5 +]~ representation of SU(5). Wy is then
assumed to have the form:

Wy = eu~w.~H~ M~W~ijM~ ~ + H2zMi~f2oM~ ~.

(2.9)

In Eq. (2.9) M~ y = I0, Miy = ]~, Hf = 5, H2, = ~ and f, and f2 are the
Yukawa couplings. The simplest model for WG is to assume that the GUT sector
involves a 24-plet of heavy field E~ which is responsible for breaking of SU(5) with
interactions given by [7,1]

SU(5) breaks to SU(3)c x SU(2)L x U(1)y by a VEV growth of the form:
diag (Ey) = M(2, 2 , 2 , - 3 , - 3 ) .
Pramana- J. Phys., Supplement Issue, 1993
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For this model low energy physics i.e. physics below scales Q < 3/lo is governed
by the effective potential
(2.12)
Well = W (2) + W (a),
where
W (2) = poHIH~
and
(u) qiH2ujc + A~)qiHid~.
W (a) _ A~;)tiHle~ + Aij

(2.13)

In the model discussed above one needs a fine tuning of M' so that M' = M+#0/3),2
in order to achieve light Higgs doublets H1, Hz which are required to complete
the breaking of the electro-weak symmetry. The fine tuning mentioned above is
technically natural due to the no-renormalization [15] theorem. Recently it has been
pointed out that finetuning of the above type may automatically arise in models
which possess a higher symmetry SU(6) or SU(10) in the GUT sector [16,17].
Light Higgs may also be achieved via the so called missing partner mechanism
which requires the use of 50, 50 and 75 dimensional representations [18-20].
3. R a d i a t i v e b r e a k i n g o f t h e eleetroweak s y m m e t r y
In the standard ,.qU(2)L x U(1)y model, electroweak symmetry is broken by addition of a taehyonic mass term - m 2 H I H to the potential. A remarkable aspect
of supergravity GUT is that electro-weak symmetry breaking can be manufactured
via renormalization group effects [21-24]. The potential governing electroweak symmetry breaking, assuming conservation of charge and color, is given by
V = Vo + hVx.

(3.1)

In Eq. (3.1) V0(Q) is the renormalization group improved tree potential at scale Q
and is
Vo(Q) =

m~(Q)[Hx[2 + m]lH~l 2 - m](Q)(HIH2 + h.c.)

I ~ +g~,)(lH1 12 -IH~I2) 2,
+~(g~.

(3.2)

where

m~(t) = m~,(t) + #~(t);

(i = 1,2),

(3.3)

m~(t) = -B(t)#(t),

(3.4)

t = In(M~-/Q 2)

(3.5)

and m~(t) obey GUT boundary conditions as follows:

m~(Mc) = rn02+ 1%2;

(i = 1,2),

(3.6)

m~(Ma) = -B0#0.

(3.7)

In Eq. (3.1) AVI(Q) is the one loop correlation to the effective potential and is
given by [25]

av,(o)286

1

~(_1)~i,+,.,

64r~ i

M,'

log 02 -
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where ji is the spin and ni is the multiplicity of particles of type i. We shall discuss
the contribution of AV1 (Q) to the extrema equations in somewhat greater detail in
Sec. 4.
To generate spontaneous electro-weak symmetry breaking one begins at the
G U T scale with supergravity boundary conditions and uses renormalization group
equations to compute gauge coupling constants, Yukawa couplings and soft S U S Y
breaking terms at scales Q < MG. In the analysis of electro-weak symmetry
breaking one ensures that the potential is bounded from below both at the G U T
scale and at the scale Q where one minimises the potential. This requires (at the
tree level)
,,~(Q) + m~(Q) - 2m~(Q) > 0.
(3.9)
One must also ensure that charge and color invariance are not broken at any
scale [26,27]. The on set of electro-weak symmetry breaking is characterized by
D(Q) turning negative where

D(Q) = m~(Q)m~(Q) - m~(Q).

(3.10)

Thus electro-weak symmetry is broken for scales Q < Q0 where D(Qo) = 0 and
D(Q) < 0. Including the loop corrections,the minima of Eq.(3.1) yields
1 2
P21 -/J~tan~
-~Mz=
~ns-~-T

,

(3.11a)

sin: ~ = ~ 2rn~
+ i'~'

(3.11b)

where
t=~

= (H~)/(H~);

.~ = m,2 + OAVI
~v~ ,
9

( i = 1,2).

(3.12)

4. O n e loop c o r r e c t i o n s to r a d i a t i v e b r e a k i n g
Contributions of one loop corrections to the extrema equations can be summarized
by corrections to m~, a = 1,2, i.e.
= m. + ~.";

(a = 1,2),

(4.1)

where ~a = OAVI/~v~ is given by (% - (Ho))
~o

= (32~)_1 ~ ( _ 1 ) ~ , . , M ~ l n
,

( M~ "~OM~
kvqQ 2 / av~

(4.2)

Loop effects may be quantified by the ratio R~ - A p / p t where Pt is the tree value
o f p at scale Q and Ap = pt -/~t is the one loop correction to the tree. An estimate
of Ap can be obtained from Eq. (3.11a) which gives
Ap2 = p~ _ p~ = (~1 _ E2 tan 2/~)/(tan ~ fl _ 1).

(4.3)

It should be noted that there are a large number of contributions individually to
E1,2 because of the large number ofsuperparticle states that enter in Eq. (4.2) and
Pramana- J. Phys., Supplement Issue, 1993
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thus a priori the one loop contributions can be quite large [28]. Thus if each of
the states contributed ~ 1% of the tree value, one may end up with contributions
,,, 30% or higher to Pt from one loop effects. In turns out, however, that in much
of the parameter space of physical interest the one-loop contributions are small due
to internal cancellations among superparticle contributions [29]. We briefly discuss
below this cancellation phenomenon.
As will he discussed in later sections in much of the parameter space of the
standard SU(5) supergravit~ model consistent with proton stabihty [30-33] and
the current CDF and LEP bounds on SUSY particle spectrum, one has [34,35]
m0~ :~ M~, m~/2. In this limit, one may neglect the left-right (L - R) mixing for
the case of the first two generations of squarks and for all the three generations of
sleptons. For the first two squark generations one has [29]

~a,, =

87r cos 2saOW (sin 2 Ow X - cos2 Ow Tai ) M~-, In

Lv Q2j,

where i = uL, de, an, dR, (T3i, Y/) are the (SU(2)L, U(1)y) quantum numbers and
so = (1,-1) for a = 1,2. Further RG analysis gives for M#,

M 2, = m2o + 7im212 + (sin 2 0 ~ - cos20wT3/)M~ cos2 X~,

(4.5)

where 7i = 73i + T2/+ 7xi and 73,2,x are the SU(3), SU(2) and U(1) gangino
contributions and 73/= 73 is independent of the quark label i. From Eq. (4.5) we
see that M~i has the form M2i = m02+ A 2 where m 2 ~ Ai2. Using an expansion in
(A~/m~) we get [29]
E~,

=

-sa(S~r c o s 2 0w)-l(sin 20wYi
• [mo In
+

- cos 2 O w T 3 / )

+ In

+

o

(4.6)

It may be easily seen from Eq. (4.6) that trace, over the quark states of the first
two generations cancels the largest term proportional to rn0~ ln(rn~/yreQ2). The
term left over after the trace in Eq. (4.6) is small. An identical analysis holds
for the trace over the three generations of sleptons, where there is again a large
cancellation. Thus for the first two generations of squarks and three generations of
sleptons one has the following [29]:
Ea(2 generations ~, 3 generations l) -~ -(8a')-xsaa2

(2.32cos2flM~-O.26m~D)[1 q-ln(mgl(v~Q2))] -I- O (A2/m0~).

(4.7)

We note that the cancellations that occur in Eq. (4.7) are not of the usual type
that arise between bosonic and fermionic contributions. Rather the cancellations
occur among different components of the spin zero spectrum.
In the deduction of Eq. (4.7) we assumed that L - R mixing was negligible
for squarks and sleptons. This is a reasonable approximation for the first two
generations of squarks and the three generations of sleptons for which Eq. (4.7)
was deduced. However,.neglect of L - R mixing is not valid for the third generation
ofsquarks due to a large top quark mass. For the third generation the analysis shows
only a partial cancellation. Full analysis must also include summation over chargino,
neutralino and Higgg as well as over W ~:, Z and the top quark. Here one finds usual
288
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type of SUSY cancellations between the contributions of the neutralinos and neutral
Higgs, and between contributions of the charginos and charged Higgs [29]. However,
here the cancellations again are partial.
Numerically one finds that over much of the parameter space of physical interest
for the standard SU(5) supergravity theory, the one loop correction Ap is only a
few percent of the tree, due to the phenomenon of cancellations discussed above.
5. C o n s t r a i n t o f p r o t o n stability
Using RG equations a fit to the LEP data of Eq. (1.1) in SUSY SU(5) theory
with a single SUSY thresholds at scale Ms and ignoring GUT threshold gives the
following for Ms and MG [for 1~ ----0.007 variation variation in a3(Mz)]:

MG = 1016'1854-034 GeV,

Ms = 102374-1"0"3 GeV.

(5.1)

Actually MG and Ms are anti-correlated. One has

MG = 1016lss (102s7~ 0.33

(5.2)

We pause here to recall that in the non-supersymmetric SU(5) theory proton decays
into the e+lr ~ mode via dimension six operators (generated via exchange of leptoquarks) much more rapidly than the experimental bounds allow. One has [36]
r(p --* e+lr ~ _~ 4 x 1029+-2 yr,

(5.3)

while the current experimental limit from Kamiokande and IMB is [37]

r(p ---, e+x ~ > 5.5 x 1032 yr (90%CL).

(5.4)

However, in supergravity SU(5) the scale of unification MG is higher than in the
non-supersymmetric case and consequently the life-time for the decay mode p --*
e+x ~ is much larger. One has for SU(5) supergravity [see Langacker and Polonski
in Rcf with Mv = MG]

r(p ---*e+x ~ = 3 x 10sT+~ yr.

(5.5)

The result of Eq. (5.5) is consistent with the experimental bound of Eq. (5.4).
However, even if the next generation of proton decay experiment can reach a sensitivity of 1 x 1034 yr for this mode, which Superkamiokande aspires to do [38], it
is unlikely that this mode will become observable .
The proton decay discussed above arises from baryon number violating dimension six operators generated by exchange of lepto-quarks. However, the dominant
proton decay in supergravity SU(5) arises from baryon number violating dimension
five operators which arise as a consequence of exchange of the massive Higgs color
triplet field //3 [30-33]. Exchange of this color Higgs triplet field generates dimension five operators of the type LLLL and R R R R where two of the fields are chiral
scalars and the remaining two are chiral fermions. These operators when dressed
by Wino, Zino and gluino exchange generate dimension six operators of the type
LLLL, LLRR, RRLL and R R R R which generate proton decay. There exist a large
number of decay modes for the nucleon from these operators. For the proton one
has
Pramana- J. Phys., Supplement Issue, 1993
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~iK +, ~,izr+, e+K ~ p+K ~ e+x ~ #+r ~
e+r/, p+r/;

i=e,p,r.

For the neutron the possible decay modes are

f~iK~176

e+~r-,p+x-;

i = e,p,r.

Among the modes listed above the most dominant modes are ~K + for the proton
and ~K ~ for the neutron. We describe now briefly the details of the calculation for
p ~ ~K + decay mode. Here PeK + mode is negligible compared to ~,K + and ~'rK +
and one has for p ~ ~iK + (i = #, r) using the chiral Lagrangian approach [39] the
following result [31]:

F(p---~ OiK +) =

#~MH~mN(32rI~) -1 (1 -- m~/m~v )
11 + mN(D + 3F)(3mn) -1 -- ~(MN/mB)D[ ~
[a~(2M~v)-lmdim, Vi~V21V~2 A2L( AL ) 2

EA:I,2,3 BAil 2.

(5.6)

In Eq. (5.6) V/j are the K - M matrix elements, and D, F, ,f,~,raN, mB are the chiral
Lagrangian factors for which we take the values D = 0.76, F = 0.48, f~ = 139 MeV,
m N = 938 MeV, m s = 1154 MeV. Az(AsL),in Eq. (5.6) are the long (short) range
suppression factors which we evaluate at the two loop level to be [34.35]
AL = 0.283,

A L = 0.883.

(5.7)

/~p in Eq. (5.6) is the three-quark matrix element of the proton defined by
~ BeL
7 [P) -- ]~PUi,
7
e.b, e,~a(0 ld,aL UbL

(5.S)

where U~ is the proton spinor. Recent lattice gauge calculations of ~p (using the
quenched approximation) give [40]
/~p = (5.6 4- 0.8) x 10-3 GeV 3.

(5.9)

Finally BAI in Eq. (5.6) are the dressing loop functions which depend on the sparticle masses. Here the first generation contributions Bti are essentially negligible
i.e. Bli ~ B2i, B3i. For the case of the second generation contribution B2i, the
left-right mixing is negligible and neglecting this mixing one may write B2i in the
form [31,34,35]
B2i = (sin 2~)-' [F2(~, di, i f ' ) + di - - [i],
(5.10)
where F2(~, di, I~) are defined by

Fx(~,di,W)=sinT+cosT_y(~,d-i,Wl)+cosT+sinT_f(6,di,lTv2).

(5.11)

In Eq. (5.11) one has 7• = ~+ 4- ~_ where
sin(2/~+) = (p 4- rh2)/[4v~: + (p ~: ,h2)2]~

(5.12)

v+ = ~2 Mw (sin/~ 4- cos •).

(5.13)

and

For the third generation dressing loop contribution B3i there is a considerable
amount of LR mixing due to a large top quark mass. B3i is given by
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Bai = -~2 (mtm'~lVzl Vz2V~lV~l) (sin213)-1

(Fa(t, di, I~tr)T di --~ ii);
(i - 2, 3),

(5.14)

where
d,, # 1

=

[E cos 7- sin 7+](t', di, l~d) + cosT+ sin 7](t, di, 14r)] - ~ sin28, [mr/(v~sin/~Mw)]
[{/(t'l, di, I)V1)E sin 7-sinT+ - f(~l, Ji,

cosT+

}

"1

%.15)

-.

J
and where
](t', di, I7V) = sin 2 8,f(t'l,

diL, ~r) _[_ COS2 ~* f(~'2, diL, [~r)

(5.16)

and
sin 28, = -2mr(At + p cot/~)(m~, - m?,2)-1.

(5.17)

In Eqs. (5.15) - (5.17) tl,2 are the stop 1 and stop 2 mass eigen-states with stop
masses given by eigen-values of the matrix

(

m?tL
mr(At + # c o t f l )
mr(At + # cot j3)
m?t R
'

(5.18)

where
m 2=
tL
m-,/.r
~ =

rn~ + m r + (- 89 + ~sin2Ow)M~cos2/~
m ~ + r n ~ + ( - ~ s i n 20w) M~cos2f~

(5.19)
(5.20)

In Eqs. (5.10) and (5.20) rn~] and m~ are defined as in Ref. [23]. The factor E
that appears in Eq. (5.15) is defined so that
E
0

=
=
=

(-1) s ,
0; (sin2f~ > #rh,~/M~v),
1; (sin2~ < p~2/M~).

(5.21)
(5.22)

As may be seen from Eq. (5.6), proton decay depends on both GUT physics which
appears via the Higgs triplet mass MH3 as well as on low energy SUSY mass
spectrum via the dressing loop function BAi. It is useful to introduce an effective
dressing loop function B such that [34,35]
B =

x (Ms(GeV)/IO2"4) ~

x 106 GeV -1.

(5.23)

The current experimental bound for this decay mode is [41]

r(p --* PK +) > 1 x 103~ yr.
Pramana- J. Phys., Supplement Issue, 1993
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Using the above experimental bound, one obtains for B the following limit:
127
( MIt3 ~
B < (Ms)O.O~S6 \ " ~ ' a ] GeV-I"

(5.25)

For variation of Ms from 200 GeV - 1200 GeV, B0 = 127(Ms) -~176 varies from
109 to 104. Thus B0 is not very sensitive to the variation of Ms. Regarding the
Higgs triplet mass Refs. [33] and [42] have recently advocated an upper limit for
MH3 as large as IOMG. Perhaps a conservative upper limit is 6Ma.
6. Analysis and results with CDF, LEP and proton stability constraints
The analysis involves use of renormalization group equations for gauge and Yukawa
couplings and soft SUSY breaking terms with supergravity boundary conditions at
the GUT scale. The parameter space of the theory consists of too, ml/2, Ao, Bo, p
and m~. To accomplish electro-weak symmetry breaking, one may eliminate p to
fix the Z-mass and trade B0 in favor of tan/3. Thus after electro-weak symmetry
breaking the parameter space of the theory consists of the five dimensional space
parametrized by
too, ml/2, Ao, tan/3, mr.
(6.1)
This five dimensional space will reduce to a four dimensional space once the top
quark mass is determined which one hopes will happen in the near future. Using
the parameter space of Eq. (6.1) the masses of 32 new particles (12 squarks, 9
sleptons, 2 charginos, 4 neutralinos, 1 gluino and 4 Higgs) are then determined.
The analysis is subjected to CDF [43] constraints as follows:
Top :
Gluino :
Squark :

m t > 90 GeV
m i > 130 GeV
m i > 150 GeV

[CDF],
[CDF;BTW [44]],
[CDF;BTW]

and LEP [45] constraints of
Sleptons :
Stop :
Charginos:
Neutralines :
Higgs (SUSY):

m~,m~,m~ > 45 GeV
m~ > 32 GeV
mi, > 45 GeV
m21 > 20 GeV; tan/3 :> 3
m21 > 20 GeV; tan/3 > 3,
m22 > 51 GeV; tan/3 > 3
mh > 43 GeV,
mA > 2 0 - 44 GeV,
mH+ > 42 GeV

[LEP],
[LEP],
[LEP],
[LEP]
[LEP],

[LEP].

(6.2)

There exist many recent analyses of radiative breaking of" electro-weak symmetry in SU(5) supergravity which have been carried out without proton-stability
constraints [46-50]. However in the following analysis we also subject the SUSY
spectrum to proton stability constraint as discussed in Sec. 5. We discuss next the
results of this analysis.
No-Scale SU(5) S u p e r g r a v i t y M o d e l [51-53]: In this model one has m0 =
0 = A0 and here aside from mr, one has just the parameter m ,2 and tan/3. In this
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case it was shown in Ref. [54] that under the restrictions that m#,~ < 1 TeV and
MH3 <_ 8 MG, proton stability makes this model not viable.
S t a n d a r d SU(5) S u p e r g r a v i t y M o d e l [1]: Here one investigates the full parameter space of the theory given by Eq. (6.1). One imposes proton stability constraint
discussed in Sec. V and the fine tuning constraint of m#,# < 1 TeV. Under these
restrictions one generally finds [34,35] that p2 >> M~, ~ ] in much of the parameter
space of the theory and some interesting mass relations result. We discuss these
below. First we discuss the chargino masses. These are given by the relation [13]

(p - 1~12)2]1/2 9 [4.~

= I ][4v~ +

+ O, +

1/2

[,

(6.3)

where v+ is defined in Eq. (5.13). For p2 :~ M~, rh] one has [34,35]
m ~ , ~_ ,Zn2 - M~,sin2fl/lJ;

mcv ~ ~- # + M~v/IJ.

(6.4)

We note that rh2 = (a2/c~3)m~ -~ 0.294m~. Thus for/a > 0, rn~i,' is approximately
~, 88 while for/~ < 0, m~, is reduced approximately to ,,, 89
Next regarding
neutralinos, one finds that the Zino masses correspond to the four roots of the
quartie eigen-value equation [13,35]
f(~) -- 0,

(6.5)

where

f(A)

=

)~4 _ (rnq + rn2)A 3 -- (Mz2 + #2 + rn~.$ - m~rn~)A 2
+ [(rn~ -/~ sin 2/~)M~ + (m# + rn~)/J2])~
+ (/~2(rn~-~ - m#rn2, ) +/Jrn~Mz2 sin 2/~)

(6.6)

with
m-? -rn 2

=

m;r 2 --

rh2 sin 20w + ~1 cos20w,
m2 COs2 0W "~ l'rll sin 20w,
sin Ow cos Ow (~nl - r

(6.7)

In the limit /~2 >> M~, rh] one finds that the four Zino masses separate into two
small roots and two large roots. The small roots are [34,35]
m2, ~m~ 2 ~-

rhl - (M~/l~)sin2 ~sin2Ow,
m 2 - (M~//~)sin2/L

(6.8)
(6.9)

While the two large roots are [34,35]
m~,., ~ /J + ~(Mz/tJ)(1 5: sin 2/3) .

(6.10)

From Eq. (6.4), (6.8) - (6.10) we find the following approximate mass relations
[34,35]:
rn~,/rn~ _~
rn~iq ~
rna,~ ~-

rhl/rh 2 = 0.508,
m~2,
m~, ~ m2, ,
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We turn now to a discussion of the limits on the top and Higgs mass. First with
Mxs < 3Ma, one finds that proton decay constrains tan/~ so that tan/~ _~ 4.7.
As discussed in See. V, the stop masses depend critically on L - R mixing through
the off diagonal term mr(At + pcot/~). Thus the off diagonal term becomes large
as rnt increases and the mass of the lighter stop decreases. Thus for large enough
rn,, the lighter stop becomes tacheonic. Actually the current LEP data places a
]~ower bound of 45 GeV for the lighter stop. Along with proton decay constraint
this bound places a limit on the mass of the top quark. One has [35] rnt _~ 180
GeV which is consistent with the result on mt extracted from radiative corrections
using LEP data [55] (assuming S M )
~t

-"

130+25
- 2 8 GeV [MH = Mz].

(6.14)

Regarding the Higgs mass, one loop corrections are known to be significant [56] for
the lightest Higgs especially for a heavy top and we have taken these corrections
into account in computing the Higgs mass. There is an interesting correlation that
emerges between the Higgs mass rnh and the lighter chargino mass [35] rn~, 1. One
finds [35] that under the current proton lifetime constraints with MHs < 3MG,then
M~I < 100 GeV when rnh > 95 GeV for the case m t ~ 140 GeV. This means that
either the Higgs mass is less than 95 GeV, and is thus accessible at LEP2 if one can
achieve an integrated luminosity is excess of 500 pb-1 and an efficient b-tagging [57],
or the Higgs mass is greater than 95 GeV but then r n ~ < 100 GeV and hence
the W1 is accessible at LEP2. The above correlation would become independent of
the top quark mass if the lower limit on the proton partial lifetime on p ---, 9K +
mode increases so that r(p --~ 9t{"+) > 1.3 • 1032yr, with all other assumptions the
same as before. Thus there is strong likelihood that either the lightest Higgs or the
lighter chargino and perhaps both may be observed at LEP2.
7. D a r k m a t t e r in S U ( 5 ) s u p e r g r a v i t y G U T
A remarkable feature of the particle spectrum that emerges in the standard SU(5)
Supergravity GUT under the constraints discussed is that the lightest neutralino
is the lightest supersymmetric particle [34,35] (LSP). Thus the lightest neutralino
is a possible candidate for cold dark matter in the universe. There have been
several analyses over the recent years which have investigated this possibility [5861]. However, in all of these works an expansion on the thermally averaged quantity
(r has been used, where ~ is the annihilation cross-section of the two neutralinos
and v is their relative velocity. However, it is known that the usual expansion (~v) =
a + by 2 used in previous works breaks down when one is either close to thresholds
or poles [62]. Recently, it was pointed out [63] that for the parameter space where
one satisfies the constraints of proton stability and constraints of CDF and LEP
data, significant annihilation of neutralinos to satisfy relic density constraint can
only occur in the vicinity of the Higgs and Z-Poles in the s-channel of annihilating
neutralinos. For this situation the expansion (~v) = a + by 2 breaks down and
one must use the rigorous thermal averaging on the pole [63]. An analysis of
the dark matter in SU(5) supergravity GUT using the rigorous analysis was given
recently [64]. We give here a symmary of results of that analysis.
In addition to the constraints on SU(5) supergravity GUT discussed already, we
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now explore the implications of the constraint [65] that the neutralino relic density
not overdose the universe i.e.
f2~ah2 < 1,
(7.1)
where
=

(7.2)

and where p~ is the relic density due to the lightest neutralino zl and Pe is the
critical density :
p, = 3Hg/(8~GN).
(7.3)
In Eq.(7.3) GN is Newton constant and H0 is the Hubble parameter

Ho = h x lOOkm/sMPC,

(7.4)

where 89< h < 1.
The equation governing the number density n of neutralino ~'1 at time t is [66]

dn

_ -3-

n -

2 -

(T.5)

where R is the cosmic scale which enters in the line element of the Robertsonwalker universe, no(T) is the number density of neutralinos in thermal equilibrium
at temperature T and v is related to the center-of-mass energy ~ by the relation
1

2

(7.6)

f = n i t 3, x = k T / m ,

(7.7)

vfs = 2m~ + ~m~, v .
We can write Eq.(7.5) in terms of scaled variables

where k is the Boltzman constant, in the following form :

df = v(o.v)(f 2 _ f(~),
dz

(7.8)

where f0 = n o / T 3 and

rn~, (8~3NFGN )
V - -~- \
~

_J.

2

(7.9)

In Eq.(7.9) NF is the effective number of degrees of freedom at temperature T.
We shall follow the standard semi-analytic approach of Lee and Weinberg [66].
Here one assumes that .f(x) ,,~ fo(z) up to the freeze-out temperature x/ where
the neutralinos go out of thermal equilibrium. The freeze-out temperature for
neutralinos is determined by the approximate relation

dfo(z) = v(av)f~(x); at z = x 1.
dz

(7.10)

Eq.(7.10) gives

(7.11)
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where (r,v) in Eq.(7.11) is evaluated at z]. Eq.(7.11) is to be solved interatively to
compute z I. Below the freeze-out temperature one assumes that f(z) is given by
d___f= v ( a v ) f ~

(7.12)

dz

f(zl) = fo(zy). The integration of Eq.(7.12) gives

with the boundary condition

[66,59, 64]
p, =4.75x10_4o

(T~l~a(

Tr

)3

.(GeV-']

g

(7.13)

where (Ti,IT.t)3 is a reheating factor, T7 is the current photon temperature,
the effective degrees of freedom computed at the freeze-out temperature and
is given by

J(~) =

(~vld~

NF is
J(z!)
(7.141

and where

(trv)=

f0~

dv(av)e -v214~

/ff

dvv2e -"~14~.

(7J5)

For the case of the neutralino annihilation one has

J = Jzlgg~ + Jzpol~ + J..~h,

(7.16)

where JHigg, is the contribution of the s-channel Higgs pole, Jzpot~ is the contribution of the s-channel Z-pole and J,~,h is the contribution of the s-fermion
t-channel, exchange diagram. For the case of JHigg, and Jzpot, we shall carry
out a rigorous thermal averaging over the poles, while for J,~ea we shall use the
1 1.
2
conventional expansion approximation of a z / + ~bx
We discuss now the details of the thermal averaging over the Higgs pole. Here
(aV)Higg, is given by
(ffl3)Higg s = A n i g ~ ,

m:

V~
((~ _,~)2
+.r~),

(7.17)

21

where

,h = ( ~ , - 4 , . ~ , ) / ~ ,

(7.18)

and

~h = mhr~/m~.
In Eqs.(7.18) and (7.19) mh is the Higgs mass and I'h is the Higgs width.
is given by

AHigg, =

AHigg,

(87r)-' [g~(2Mw)-Xsinc~(cosf/)-l] 2 922 (cos~0w) -1
(rill cos OW -- n12 sin Ow) 2 (nta sin a + n14 cos c~)2

~,C,m~, ( 1 - m~,/m~,) ~ .
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In Eq.(7.20) n~(i = 1 - 4) are components of the eigen-vector of Z~, C~ = (3, 1) for
(quarks, leptons) and a is related to ~/by

sin 2a = - ( m ~ + m~)(rn~t - m~) -1 sin 2/~,

(7.21)

where mar is the mass of the heavier CP even Higgs and m A is the mass of the
odd Higgs. It is then shown in Ref.[64] that Jarigg,(zl) is given by

Jaria,,(Xl)= ~ [ I l h

CP

(7.22)

+ ~hhI2h],

where hh and I~h are defined by

"~+ r l ] ,
I1~, = ~1 fo ~176
dyy _,t2e_ ~ln [(4yzl-,h)
t~+r~

I2h=

/o dyy-~e-Y,tan-1. 4ux[-'h) )
k

rh

+ t a n -1

()
~

(7.23)

]"

(7.24)

Eq.(7.22) is very useful in that it produces a smooth result for integration over
the Higgs pole. A similar analysis can be carried out for the Jzpole(zf). Here one
gets [64]
1
[A~ I1~ e~
+ I~)].
(7.25)
Jzpo,,(z/)- 2v~m~,
,~ + --B~(I,~
r,
In Eq.(7.25) A~ is given by
Az =

cos, Ow(nla- n14)

[ 1 - (4mi~/Mz) ] x
(3m~ [a_ lm2/m
2
~l~
a_m2[
1 [m2/m 2
~189
k
bl
ztJ]
~
7" L - - ~, r l
iz/]

3m~ [1-

2

2

(7.26)

where we have retained only the dominant b, c and r contributions, and Bz (in the
zero-fermion mass approximation) is given by

B, - -~ c~'Ow

m ~ , ( n t a - -~4) 2 - - + T s i n 4 0 , o

- 20sin2 0~,

while Ii,andl2, are defined analogous to llh and I2h with

,

(7.27)

(rnh,Fh) replaced by

(M,,rz).
The details of the rest of the analysis are the same as in Sec.VI except that
now the additionM constraint of Eq.(7.1) is imposed. The analysis shows that the
solutions with p > 0 are cosmologicMly preferred and for this case it is possible to
satisfy all of the desired constraints i.e. CDF, LEP, proton stability and relic density
constraints. However, the parameter space is now much more constrained in that
only the space where 2m~ ~ mh and sometimes also when 2m~ 1 ~ Mz is admissible. In fact the allowed parameter space is a shell approximately 5-20 GeV wide in
the gluino mass in the five dimensional space defined by m0, m i, At, tan/~ and mr.
Further details can be found in Refs. [63-64].
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8. C o n c l u s i o n

The standard SU(5) supergravity model has passed an important firstcheck i.e. the
renormMization group analysis using high precision L E P data on the three coupling
constants a3, or2,al of SU(3)c x SU(2)L x U(1) shows that these couplings meet
to within 1 std. for the standard SU(5) theory. In this talk it is shown that the
model can also simultaneously satisfy all of the current constraints from accelerator
and proton decay experiments and constraints of cosmology. Predictions are made
regarding the S U S Y particle spectrum of the model which should be testable by
experiment in the near future.
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